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June 01st 2017:Do We Have a Granny Rocks Within? Let's
Talk to Beth Green, Founder of Granny Rocks Music!
Do we have creative capacities we haven’t tapped into?
Maybe! Granny Rocks is the new musical venture of Beth
Green, former host of Inner Revolutionary Radio, and already a
well-known commentator, author, counselor and teacher.
Granny is an inspiration. A chronically ill 72-year old semiinvalid, Beth is launching a new career as a singer/songwriter,
composer/arranger, and it’s working. Her music is fresh,
exciting, beautiful, touching, outside the box and we love it!
Beth’s musical career was blocked by illness at the age of 15,
but she’s coming back strong at the age of 72. How is she
doing
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Featured Guest
Beth Green aka Granny Rocks
Beth Green aka Granny Rocks has always been a revolutionary, first as a social activist,
then as a spiritual activist. Combining higher consciousness, spunk and common
sense, Beth uses humor, insight and intuition as well as integrating her haunting and
joyful, original music to help us transform. Before 1978, she was a social activist,
lending heart and soul to creating a more just world. A spiritual awakening in 1978
revealed her astonishing ability to instantly access a guiding inner voice. Since then,
Beth’s spiritual power, courage and passion for helping others have made her an
effective, original teacher and counselor for individuals and groups. In 1983 she
founded TheInnerRevolutio
Read more
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